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Date:                                                                                          Lesson 8 

  
 

Flat hunting 
 
Lucy is moving to London in a few weeks time. She is looking for a flat to share with her 

best friend Juliet. It is the end of term. It’s the best time to find a reasonably-priced flat to rent. 
They go on (Gum Tree), a specialised website for Londoners. They also use other resources 
online and go to an agency. They have something quite specific in mind. They both enter the 
estate agent’s. (Door belI) 

 
Lucy  Good afternoon. We have an appointment with Mrs. Taylor about a flat. 

Taylor  Yes, I am Mrs Taylor. Where exactly are you looking for a flat?  In the suburbs or in the 
centre of London?  

L  A flat in the centre of town near a tube station and shops. 

T  Of course! Furnished or unfurnished? 

L  Whatever is available! 

T  One moment please… (Typing) I have one vacant flat in the Kensington area. It is a 
very nice neighbourhood. The flat is furnished. 

L  The location sounds great! Is the block of flats new? 

T  It is an old building but it is still in good condition (Typing).. no.. Recently renovated! 

L  Really?  On which floor is it? 

T  It’s on the fourth floor but it has a lift.  

L  Can you tell me more about it please? 

T  There is a bathroom, two bedrooms, a living room and a kitchen. The rent is 900 
pounds a month and I will need you to sign a year’s contract. There is also a two-
month deposit. Look at these pictures of the flat! 

L  Nice! One last thing: Are pets allowed? 

T  Let me check… (Mouse click) Yes, they are.  

L  When can we move in? 

T  Beginning of next month. 

L  Great! This is exactly what we need! 

T  Come tomorrow to sign the papers. 

L  Thank you for your help. 

T  Think nothing of it! See you tomorrow! 

 
 

Lucy and Juliet are very lucky. The flat is ideally-located and quite cheap considering the 
area. The flat is only a couple of stops away from their university.  

They are already thinking about organising a house-warming party... (Lively party) 
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Vocabulary 
English Meaning 

 

to move (into a new flat) 
to share 

to look for; to find 
to let; to rent 

to have something in mind 
to be allowed 

 
the flat, the apartment 

an appointment  
in the centre of town; in the suburbs 

the tube station 
the location 

the neighbourhood, the area  
a house-warming party 

 
cheap 
lucky 

exactly 
quite 

recently 
renovated  

already 
furnished; unfurnished 

vacant, available 
next to  

near 
Think nothing of it! 

 

to change the place you live 
to split 
to search for; to obtain 
to get paid / to pay for the use of property 
to be thinking of 
to be authorised 
 
accomodation 
a meeting, a commmitment, a R-V (rendez-vous) 
in town, outside of town 
an underground station (stopping point) 
the locality, the site 
the district 
a social gathering to celebrate a new address 
 
low in price, inexpensive 
fortunate 
precisely 
rather 
not long ago 
modernised, restored 
by now 
provided with furniture or not 
unoccupied 
beside 
close to 
You are welcome! 
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Grammar: Present perfect 
 

There are 4 present tenses: Simple Present, Present Continuous, Present Perfect and 
Present Perfect Continuous.  

Today, we will focus on the present perfect. 

In able to form this tense, we first need to see the form of the PAST PARTICIPLE. 

 

PPaasstt  ppaarrttiicciippllee::                

 

PAST PARTICIPLE : Some past participles are regular, others are irregular (please refer to these 
forms in the 3rd column of your irregular verbs table) 

A “past participle” is formed in the following way: 

TO WALK  (remove the “to”) WALK  and add:+ ED  WALKED 

Look at some irregular forms:  

to be > BEEN; to begin > BEGUN; to break > BROKEN; to bring > BROUGHT; to catch > CAUGHT; 

to choose > CHOSEN; to do > DONE; to eat > EATEN; to find > FOUND; to get > GOT; to give > 

GIVEN; to go > GONE; to have > HAD; to know > KNOWN; to make > MADE; to say > SAID; to 

speak > SPOKEN; to take > TAKEN; to teach > TAUGHT; to write > WRITTEN 

 

PPrreesseenntt  ppeerrffeecctt::                

  

FFOORRMM::   HAS/ HAVE + past participle    Have you seen that film?  

UUSSEE::   The present perfect is used for actions that took place in an unspecified time 
before now.  I have seen that film about ten times. / We have decided to move to Australia. 

It’s easier to associate this tense with the following 5 topics:  

1. Experience 
 
2. Change over time 

 
 

I have never been to England before. 
 
Your English has really improved since I last saw you. 
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3. Accomplishments 
 

4. An uncompleted action you are expecting 
 

5. Multiple actions at different times 

Our daughter has learned how to read. 
 
I haven’t finished my homework yet. 
 
I have tried many times to fix my laptop but it is still not 
working properly.  
 

 
This tense can be used with the following expressions:  

 
in the last year, in the last month, this week, since (+ specific date or time), 
since the last time, so far, so far this year, still, yet, already, never, ever, once 
before, many times, twenty times, yet, just… 
 

Activities 

Activity 1: Answer the following questions about the text:  

1) Where do the characters go today? 

............................................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................................ 

2) Where do they look for information? 

............................................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................................ 

3) What do Lucy and Juliet have in mind?  

............................................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................................ 

4) Have they found a flat? / Do they find a flat?  

............................................................................................................................................  

............................................................................................................................................ 

5) What are they thinking about now? 

............................................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................................ 

 

 Activity 2: Use of English: Write new sentences which include the following words:   

- BUILDING 

- NOTHING 

- STOP 

- ALLOWED 
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- APPOINTMENT 

- CHECK 

- NEIGHBOURHOOD 

- LOCATION 

- RENT 

- DEPOSIT 

Grammar practice  

Grammar practice 1: Fill in the gaps, putting the verb into the correct form, present continuous 
or present simple: 

1) We (to move in) …………….............…………….. at the beginning of next month. 

2) She (to help) …………….............…………….. me find a flat.  

3) I (to share) …………….............…………….. my flat this year. 

4) I (to pay) …………….............…………….. my rent every month. 

5) We (to renovate) …………….... currently .........…………….. the house 

6) They (to allow, not) …………….............…………….. us to have pets in the house. 

7) They (to have) …………….............……………..  something specific in mind. 

8) We (to find) …………….............……………..  it quite difficult to learn Chinese.  

9) When (to move out) …………….............……………..  ? 

10)  (to look for) ……………....... she still ......……………..  work? 

11) He (to help) …………….............…………….. me a lot with my homework. 

12) When can we (to enter) …………….............…………….. the new flat? 

 

Grammar practice 2: Fill in the gaps, putting the verb into the correct form, in the present 
perfect: 

1. These people …………….............…………….. together before. (to travel) 

2. …………….............…………….. she …………….............…………….. the book yet? (to read) 

3. They …………….............…………….. all the neighbours to their garden party. (to invite) 

4.  She …………….............…………….. English all year. (to study)  
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5. …………….............…………….. she …………….............…………….. them before? (to meet) 

6. I …………….............…………….. my homework yet. (to finish) 

7. We …………….............…………….. about this already. (to talk) 

8. It …………….............…………….. raining today. (to stop) 

9. I …………….............…………….. never …………….............…………….. here before. (to be) 

10. They…………….............…………….. them this year. (to visit)  

 
 

Summary practice  

Complete the following summary, using words from the dialogue: 

 

 This dialogue is about Lucy. Lucy is m___________   to London soon. She is 

l___________   for a f___________   to share w___________   Juliet. Juliet and Lucy go to an 

e___________   agent’s. They have something quite specific in m___________  .  

 Mrs Taylor asks them w___________   they are looking for a flat: in the s___________   

or in the centre. She also wants to know if they want a f___________   or unfurnished flat. She 

suggests a flat in a nice n___________  : in the Kensington area.  

 The flat is in good c___________ , it is furnished, it is o___________   the fourth floor 

and has two b___________  . Lucy and Juliet like the flat and want to move in. They are 

s___________   the contract tomorrow and can move in b___________   of next month.  


